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Cyberpunk, mainly known by its second edition title Cyberpunk , is a cyberpunk role-playing game written by Mike
Pondsmith and published by R. Talsorian Games in

The Arasaka Brainworm, by Thomas M. Kane, [] - An unnamed patron hires a discreet fixer to hire the
characters for a sensitive job in which they must acquire something to be detailed later. The Bonin Horse, by
Eric Heisserer [] - Arasaka hires the characters to retrieve "Project 9" from a sunken submarine. Cabin Fever,
by Eric Heisserer [] - The characters are trapped on a freighter during a toxic spill. Chasing the Dragon, by
Michael Sechi [] - A very important briefcase has been stolen from the wrong people and the characters are
blamed. The Chrome Berets, by Thomas Kane [] - The characters are military advisors for the government
fighting in a three-way war in the Malagasy Islands fictional island, former part of the Philippines between a
bloc of corporations, a dictatorship, and left wing revolutionaries that also include right wing nationalists,
Chinese workforce refugees and illigal immigrants. Includes mass combat rules for CP Greenwar, by Thomas
Kane [] - The characters are involved in a hostile takeover bid. They must acquire a company without
damaging it or lowering its stock value. Northwest Passage, by Andrew J. Lucas and Jeff Ranger [] - The
characters are mercenaries involved in a data-theft heist from a floating rig platform off the Alaskan coast. The
Osiris Chip, by Thomas Kane [] - The characters are invited by a local gang to help them hijack a Humanatech
cargo shipment, something called "Project Osiris". Thicker than Blood, by Alison Brooks [] - Scenario set at a
Corporate-sponsored private school for talented and gifted children. A woman from the Sprawl wants the
characters to find and return her kidnapped son. Ianus Games[ edit ] The Canadian company Ianus Games,
currently known as Dream Pod 9 , released several third-party supplements and adventure modules. Several
Ianus Games adventures explored these themes further. Cyberpunk Books[ edit ] King of the Concrete Jungle,
by Hans Guevin [ICP] - The power elite of Neo-Montreal hold a yearly contest to see who can acquire the
most impressive "thing"; the losers each owe the winner a favor. Contains the first four scenarios. Contains the
last six scenarios. He enlists the characters in a plot to get even with his bosses, who tried to kill him. Who is
the patron and what is really going on? The characters are medias who got a copy of a video that can link
Arasaka to a brutal massacre. The characters are all four Includes new drug design and equipment malfunction
rules. Home Front, Stephane Brochu [ICP] - A brutal home invasion leaves the father dead, the mother in
shock, and the teenaged son missing - perhaps kidnapped. Later a string of murders occurs in the same
neighborhood, all of them men with families. The characters need to investigate and stop the killings. Includes
templates for Vampires, Werewolves, and Vampire Hunters; Psychic rules; and stats for new gear and
weapons. But what about your nightmares..? The characters are hired to find a missing person.
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Chapter 2 : Cyberpunk RPG: Edgerunners, Inc.: n/a: calendrierdelascience.com: Books
Cyberpunk , later subtitled, The Classic Roleplaying Game of the Dark Future, is the second edition of the popular pen
and paper RPG series calendrierdelascience.com Game was designed by Mike Pondsmith and was an updated version
of the original Cyberpunk rule set.

The game was set in the in the original version , when corporations rule the world, the USA has fractured and
most of the population have been left to fend for themselves on the mean, dirty streets in the shadows of the
glittering corporate towers. Scenarios usually involve the characters getting mixed up in some business which
is either legal but deeply unethical, not strictly legal, or downright illegal. Violence and mortal danger are
central elements to Cyberpunk adventures. Unlike its main contemporary rival Shadowrun CP does not cross
over into fantasy, superheroic or high-science fiction genres with the exception of Cybergeneration. As an
aside, the R Talsorian writers loved to give characters names that were some combination of "Jack", "Ripper"
or "Hand". The ultimate CP character would be called Jack Ripperhand. Gameplay[ edit ] Each of the three
editions used a similar rules system with some significant differences. The CP ruleset is known as the
Interlock system, whereas the third edition uses the Fuzion system. Stats have a minimum value of two and a
maximum of Stat scores could generated by several methods: Characters then have to choose a Role a
character class. They have 40 points to assign to those skills, to a maximum skill level of A player could take
all ten skills to level four, or just four of them to level 10, or anywhere in between. This is also the first
indication of which stats are most important in the game. The character roles and their corresponding special
abilities are: Corporate Resources - You are The Man. Media Credibility - The brave and crazy sons of bitches
who get in the heat of things to report on them. Netrunner Interface - Hackers. Rockerboy Charismatic
Leadership - What rockers and punks all over the world wish they are. Solo Combat Sense - For those who
just want to shoot people up. Techie Jury Rig - All that tech needs maintenence. All skills are linked to a stat.
Tasks are resolved by rolling a D10, adding your skill level and stat score plus any positive or negative
modifiers for the situation, and trying to beat a difficulty number for the task usually a multiple of five. A roll
of a one on the D10 is an automatic failure, with a roll on the mishap fumble table to see is something bad
happens to you. A roll of a 10 is an exploding die: You roll the dice again ones are not automatic failures this
time and add the score to that of the first die. A second roll of a 10 means another re-roll. If you roll enough
tens in a row you can succeed at any difficulty of task. Skills which the player has no points in receive a -3
modifier. Combat starts with everyone rolling D10 plus their reflexes for initiative. Solos add their Combat
Sense ability to the roll as well, which makes them far more powerful in combat than any other role. Shooting
is a task like any other, although there are special rules for suppressing fire hosing down an area and some
unusual weapons. Hand-to-hand combat is an opposed roll between the two enemies. Rounds are three
seconds long, but characters can take multiple actions at a cumulative -3 modifier for every action after the
first. Weapon damage is rated as a number of D6s or D10s to roll, often plus or minus a few points. Armour
and cover have a Stopping Power SP number, which is subtracted from weapon damage. BTM is applied to
damage that gets through cover and armour, but cannot reduce the damage to less than one. Body locations are
used for hits so make sure you wear leg armour which is either determined randomly or by a called shot to a
location with a corresponding penalty to hit. However, while locations have their own SP, damage is applied
to a single wound track, with boxes to cross off for each point of damage taken. The boxes are arranged in
blocks of four, which correspond to different wound states: Light, Serious, Critical, Mortal 0, Mortal 1 etc. At
Mortal 0, the character also has to make a Death Save against their BOD to avoid dying, and then again every
round until thay are stabilised by a First Aid task or they die. Any hit to a limb or the head that does a total
after all modifiers of more than eight points of damage either severs the limb or mangles it beyond repair, so
that it will have to be amputated. The character has to make an immediate Death Save at Mortal 0. For head
hits this means instant death, and damage from head hits are doubled so wear a helmet, or a Kevlar bandana!
What this meant in effect was that after a few fights you ended up with a mix of odd-coloured donor limbs or
you went maximum metal -- the name of the most power-gamey supplement they published by the way. The
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three most important stats in the game are Reflexes, Body Type and Intelligence. Reflexes is used to
determine your chances of hitting, as well as dodging. Body Type, which helps you soak up damage, can be
increased by up to 4 via a couple of bioware and graft implants. Intelligence is important because it gives you
more starting skills. ATT can be raised from two to ten by spending enough money at the plastic surgeon.
Movement Allowance is useful but can be increased to 12 by buying the Speeding Bullet or Corvette
cyberlegs from one of the Chrome Books. A high Empathy can be important because having cybernetics
installed gradually reduces this stat. When your EMP reaches zero you enter cyberpsychosis and go on an
uncontrollable killing spree -- which probably describes your pre-cyberpsychosis lifestyle quite aptly -- and
the GM takes control of your character. It is important to note that intelligent players can use genetic
modifications available in Eurosource supplement books and bioware to minimize Humanity Loss while still
increasing combat effectiveness. Every character gets a number of points equal to their Luck stat every
session, which they can use to modify die rolls by adding it to the roll, some players argue this is the most
important stat to have. The Net[ edit ] A central concept of the cyberpunk genre is the internet and computer
hacking. One article in R. Not surprisingly, the chapter on Netrunning hacking is the longest in the CP
rulebook. Referees are encouraged to design datafortresses using blank crossword puzzle grids as maps.
Supplements[ edit ] A veritable plethora of supplements were produced by R. The last supplements were the
Firestorm campaign series, which ended with the destruction of the CP world. Many players, upon reading this
article, were upset enough to edit it, having continued to use the existing rules for several decades with no
problems or complaints. Conclusion[ edit ] Cyberpunk 2. It has both style and substance. It was far more
popular than its sequel, and many websites dedicated to the game, featuring homebrew rules and source
material, are still active on the net. CP deserves a seat in the pantheon of tabletop role-playing games. A
computer game based on the PnP RPG, entitled Cyberpunk , has been under development since late and is
tentatively scheduled for release somewhere between and the end of god damn linear time at this point. There
is a very strong following of the original RPG active in the world today, with many new campaigns starting
every day and running for long periods of time. Cyberpunk [ edit ] Turns out cyberpunk is getting its own
video game adaption, but set 57 years into the future to make the futuristic visuals and tech more in line with
current future predictions, without discarding what came before it.
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Cyberpunk: the original roleplaying game of the dark future; a world of corporate assassins, heavy-metal heroes and
brain burning cyberhackers, packed with cutting edge technology and intense urban action.

Pondsmith has also worked on a number of other cyberpunk titles including Bubblegum Crisis, Hardwired,
and When Gravity Fails all produced by R. These games have significantly contributed to and influenced the
cyberpunk genre. Currently, Pondsmith and R. Talsorian Games are working in conjunction with CD Projekt
Red to create the highly anticipated Cyberpunk video game. Michael Pondsmith has defined cyberpunk
gaming as we know it today and I had the honor of interviewing him about the past, present, and future whilst
trying to rein in my inner fanboy. Talsorian came out your of passion for mecha anime when you created
Mekton, correct? Yeah basically, it came about when I was interested in anime in general but in mecha anime
specifically. I wrote a game and discovered that people wanted to buy it. So I had to start a company to make
it. Where did the name Talsorian come from? A long time ago, Warren Spector and I were sitting side by side
at booths, him for Steve Jackson and me for an unnamed company. So basically, we chose to name it after the
one person who would never show up at a convention ever, ever which was one of our investors. And since we
are talking about California, you went to college at UC Davis? Yeah, actually I got both of my degrees in
Davis. The first one was in psychology. The second one was in graphic design. Which as it turns out, was the
perfect for training a game designer. And as I understand it, Talsorian was one of the first companies to use
graphic design elements in the creation of their manuscripts. That came about when I did my first project,
Mekton. We had to develop it, which in those days was pretty darn advanced. So, I did the first game on that
because I had access to all those tools. We basically did publishing there and then within the year. My mother
turned me onto desktop publishing because she had bought a Macintosh and I moved over to desktop
publishing because it was faster and easier. Bringing us onto the subject of cyberpunk, it was and cyberpunk
had been well established at this point, what inspired you to turn it into a roleplaying game? It was still kind of
in the beginning stages. The backstory is that my favorite story of all time is Blade Runner. When I got into
Blade Runner originally, my girlfriend and I went to see it. It was an interesting thing, and I decided to do
cyberpunk and worked my way towards it. Walter was in the Mekton game. Cyberpunk Cover Image ND: I
was going to ask how you guys met. So, what made you choose as the original setting? It seemed like it was
far enough away, to be honest. Three years ago now. And in , my son was supposed to be considering cutting
off his arm and getting cyberware, so that turned out right. So you already mentioned Blade Runner and
Hardwired as influences. After I wrote Cyberpunk, I had a chance to read Burning Chrome and that informed
a little bit of what was happening in I read Neuromancer when I was going through the second round of the
manuscript. I remember finally reading it and going, A: Wow, this guy has been in my head, and B: This guy
is so good, as I said to my wife, this guy is so good he makes my teeth hurt. So in a broader sense, I think that
the Cyberpunk RPG itself has contributed two major things that I can identify to the genre. The first was the
idea of style over substance and attitude is everything. Those things get quoted everywhere. What does that
mean to you exactly? Well, actually I was just talking to my son about that. He is also a game designer. I think
that a game or anything entertaining is about delivering an entertainment experience. The rules are about the
way in which you deliver that entertainment experience. So, you have to have it feel right, it has to look right,
it has to taste right, so to speak, which is the style. The substance is the rootstock that makes it into a game, or
novel, or whatever, the writing of it. The rules should implement and help you build the story so that it feels
maximally like a story. The second major thing that I identified that Cyberpunk has contributed is the
cyberpunk archetypes. Yeah, we get to get three big things for design claimants. First one is Lifepath, which
has some recognitions back to the original Traveler idea of careers. He built the first system that allowed you
to build a background for your character. The second piece was archetypes. White Wolf did them quite
successfully a bit later on. Our idea of how you did an archetype and how it was structured came from a
combination of both anime and the problem that at the time, nobody knew how to play a cyberpunk character,
because it was such a new idea. So, we had to give them a guidebook for what a particular type of character
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was. The archetypes were ways of identifying particular styles and careers of characters who would be
showing up in a cyberpunk universe. Every game where I have used Lifepath, which is almost all of them
since I started playing, you can build much more interesting characters than when you just base a character off
of statistics. Lifepath was designed to get people off the ground with all of tropes and bits about their
character. Lifepath is probably our biggest contribution to gaming design and development. But at the time
that we did it, it was a fairly strange and new concept. Frankly, I think you guys have done a better job. Well
we started it, so we kind of got the jump on everybody. So, my job is essentially to make it easier for them to
build a background. So, Walter John Williams was one of the original playtesters for Cyberpunk, and you
co-wrote the Hardwired setting with him, you mentioned that earlier. What was that experience like, working
with the author on his own material? It was really fun. Walter is actually a game designer. He designed a game
which was about building 16th and 17th Century sailing ships and fighting and that whole thing. Very, very
contrary to the whole cyberpunk genre. Writing the stuff was fairly easy because, to some extent, all I did was
guide bits of what Walter was already going to do because he knew how to be a game designer. He was
already good at it. So, going back to the cyberpunk style idea. Cyberpunk fashion in the past few years has
become a huge thing. What would you consider your cyberpunk uniform? Well, I usually wear it. Black jeans
and usually motorcycle boots. I usually carry a nine-inch knife, pretty much. When my family gets together to
go out, we all have a tendency to wear black leather jackets and black clothes. What was it like to work with
Effinger on his work? George is a lot of fun. He was fun to work with. We stayed in touch long after Gravity
ended, all the way up till he passed on. In fact, he also wrote part of a Castle Falkenstein novel. We were
planning a couple of others but unfortunately about that time the crash came on the paper side, due to the 10
billion card games that came out that year. We had already talked to John Shirley about doing his Eclipse
series, and it was probably going to be the next. We never really got things pulled together to do actual
Neuromancer one. Part of that was due to that the whole Neuromancer thing was tied up with Bruce Sterling,
who signed up with Steve Jackson. So, it meant that Steve had rights progenitor before we would. A little back
history on my personal fandom. My first anime was Bubblegum Crisis. My first roleplaying game was the
Bubblegum Crisis Roleplaying Game. I watched the anime so that I could play that game. It was also my first
experience with cyberpunk back in high-school. It also seems like it is a meshing between your love of anime,
mecha, and the cyberpunk genre.
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Most fans of RPGs play many different systems, Cyberpunk is the easiest most understandable RPG I have played. The
ease of the system leaves more time to play more. Read more.

Edit Firestorm was supposed to be the bridge between Cyberpunk the 2nd edition rules and milieu and
Cyberpunk V. Its purpose was to shake up everything and get players prepared for the new background they
were cooking up. Stormfront Edit Set in , the backstory has two deep-ocean-based megacorporations duelling
for control over a third one the period known as the "Ocean War". When it escalates into open warfare, they
each hire mercenaries. One hires the Japanese diversified technology and security services firm Arasaka and
the other hires the American military technology and mercenary services firm Militech. During the conflict,
the long-standing bitter rivalry between Arasaka and Militech causes them to forget about their customers and
go for each other. In the beginning they feud quietly the phase called the "Shadow War". But the covert war
between the two heats up, becoming the Fourth Corporate War. In the course of the adventure setting, the
characters are hired to hunt down a pesky netrunner who is making their anonymous employer unhappy. Little
do they realize that the hacker is the infamous and already "dead" Rache Bartmoss. Regardless of what they
do, their employer pinpoints the apartment with an orbital mass-driver and vaporizes it. Shockwave Edit Set in
, the second part of the Firestorm series sees Arasaka mobilize the Japanese Defense Force to take on Militech
and the American military in a series of "proxy conflicts" the phase dubbed the "Hot War". Waves of
cyberviruses corrupt databases worldwide, leaving the isolated Arasaka Towers arcology in Night City the last
viable data storage mainframe in the world. Militech gathers together the surviving meta-characters and a
Special Forces team played by the player characters into a "super team". Then they find out that Alt
Cunningham, who was captured by Arasaka earlier, is trapped inside the mainframe. The end result is that the
meta-characters go out in a blaze of glory. Morgan Blackhand then takes on Adam Smasher atop Arasaka
Towers while the rest of the team gets extracted out. The outcome of the duel is greatly disputed because the
low-yield tactical nuke the team deployed sets off the 2-kiloton "self destruct" bomb Arasaka had placed in its
data core. This destroyed much of downtown Night City and contaminated the ruins and anything downwind
of it with lethal fallout. Aftershock Edit The long-awaited third volume, Aftershock promised to tie all the
loose ends together and herald the end of the old Cyberpunk or "Cyberpunk V. It was later cancelled and its
material was folded into the Cyberpunk X rules book. Cybergeneration Cybergeneration takes place in an
alternate future of the core Cyberpunk timeline, where a nanotech virus epidemic has resulted in a subgroup of
teenagers with unusual, superhuman skills. It began as a supplement that still required the Cyberpunk
rulebook, but the second edition became a standalone game. Shockwave, fans of the game had been waiting
for a third edition of the Cyberpunk game, known as Cyberpunk X. The setting has been heavily updated from
its last event book series, Firestorm, which covered the opening of the Fourth Corporate War. The aftermath of
the Fourth Corporate War has resulted in widespread corruption of the Net and major losses of hardcopied
data, to the point that all data is intangible and recent recorded history is in doubt. The war has also led to the
collapse of nations, the world economy, and many of the staple megacorporations. In fact, Cyberpunk V. In
addition to rules changes to the Fuzion system and background, Cyberpunk V. The Altcults Edit Corpore
Metal Cee-Metal - a society of full-body cyborgs that use Livemetal technology, where a modular braincase
unit is inserted into a variety of purpose-built body frames. It is run heavily on automation and uses
telepresence-piloted drones for travel, security, maintenance, labor, etc. Edgerunners - the descendants of the
anti-corporation Cyberpunk movement. Integral cyberlimbs are replaced by Neo-Cyber technology, in which
detachable articulated frames called "bracers" worn over the body can be modified to perform all the functions
of dedicated cybertechnology. Reef - an undersea community whose members are heavily genetically
modified to adapt and survive in the depths of the ocean. Riptide Confederation - a fleet of Japanese floating
arcologies that were cut off from their country following a nuclear civil war. They use bio-engineering to
make living "tools" to aid them. Rolling State - the descendants of the Nomad families in Cyberpunk , who
now use advanced nanotechnology and megatechnology to create land-based mobile cities. In addition, there
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is also the Fallen Angels, space-bound scavengers, the Ghosts, people who have uploaded their minds , and
the Neo-Corps, the surviving corporations of the Cyberpunk world that are now organized in the form of
organized crime syndicates. However, the six listed above are the only ones that have been mentioned in deep
detail.
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Released by R. Talsorian Games inc. in This is a revision of Cyberpunk with a majority of the rules staying the same.
The one major revision, was the removal of the 'opposed' roll.

Please log in to add or reply to comments. Pierre S November 07, 5: Talsorian Games went through this and
most of their other products and added bookmarks. Some products seem to have improved scans; not sure if
there needed to be an improvement in the core rulebook. The "Cyberpunk " tabletop RPG is still a project in
progress, but this game is well worked-out and a solid experience. But There Will Be Numbers. Also there are
some anachronisms: Also, Netrunning computer hacking can consume a lot of time in the game, leaving
non-Netrunner characters idle with nothing to do. Learn the rules cold and storm through it, is my best advice.
High tech, low morals. Get on with it! Giulio T November 06, 2: D Paul R August 05, September 13,
October 09, 3: Is that the update that added bookmarks? What other changes were made, if any? Nothing else
was changed. November 17, I have to admit, that I simplify a lot of rules to increase the pace and keep the
focus on the plot. It certainly deserves an update, especially regarding hacking. But overall, I definitely
recommend trying it if you want a Cyberpunk classic with an 80s touch and a deadly system. And not a single
elven mage. Hunter C May 17, 4: I read through the character creation and had a blast creating two characters
more or less 50 pts. So far, so good! I wish Talsorian Games Inc. If Talsorian would print every See more
single product it had back in the 90s, every cyberpunker is going to drop by, pay some real good Eurobucks,
and be on their way to beefing up their game in the Combat Zone! Then the real horrible fun will start! Pierre
S June 04, 9: This is all very good stuff! I had taken the plunge before then and bought the rulebook. A
well-oiled rules system! This game held the interest of my players, especially since I "futurized" my
home-city, and I could run my longest-ever weekly campaign in a very, very fickle RPG player market. Your
efforts of long ago have not been forgotten. Michienne D March 27, 1: The missing content has been added!
Dave G March 12, 2: It is completely unusable currently. Dave G June 03, Moving the back page to page 2
has just put all the page numbers out by another 1 though. David C October 12, 6: Some have the cover
numbered "i", then the second page of the PDF page 1 of the book is numbered "1". Pierre S November 22, 2:
Take note that the cut off text on p. Pierre S April 28, 9: With errata corrections from the original, this makes
it the Perfect Game, one of my absolute faves and one I could run my longest campaign on. Reviews - August
25th, Really liked the book would have preferred though if it was bookmarked. The cyberpunk genre is edgy
and gripping and can be summed up as, "high-tech, low morals, [ The PDF is excelent as well. The lethality of
the combat really makes each encounter intense and the lifepath system for generating characters isreally fun
to use. I would recommend this book to any fan of cyberpunk.
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Chapter 6 : We Played Cyberpunk With Its Creator - IGN
RPG - Cyberpunk Discussion 4w Since G+ is supposedly going to shut down (which would bring this community down),
allow me to remind that there's a - maybe older and less flashy, yet stable and with long tradition - place to meet and
discuss with other fans of the genre.

Arasaka kidnapped her and then extracted the information on how to make it. They then used it on Alt since
she was of no further use to them. Her digital "ghost" broke free into the Net, but could not be reunited with
her body. A famous and idealistic Rockerboy singer and guitarist with a silver-chrome cyberlimb arm. He
opposes Arasaka for a grocery list of personal grudges from the loss of his arm to the death of many of his
close friends and family. A pragmatic Solo with an anodised black-chrome cyberlimb arm. The most brilliant
and paranoid hacker in the Net, he invented the Hound and Demon series of programs. Rache finally flatlined
in , either by a lucky Sysop or poor health due to repeated bouts of malnutrition and dehydration from surfing
the Net too long. He had top-of-the-line life support to maintain him, but was too paranoid to trust anyone
with his location or leave any means of recovering him. He spent his time deteriorating in a cryogenic freezer
disguised to look like a refrigerator while still managing to be one of the best hackers in the Net prior to his
death in the opening salvos of the Fourth Corporate War. He has united factions of the Japanese government,
the military, organized crime and various lesser corporations under his control. Some have begun calling this
era in history the "Arasaka Shogunate". He was born in , and he has a prosthetic left arm. Expansions and
sequels[ edit ] Firestorm series[ edit ] Firestorm was supposed to be the bridge between Cyberpunk the 2nd
edition rules and milieu and Cyberpunk V. Its purpose was to shake up everything and get players prepared for
the new background they were cooking up. Stormfront[ edit ] Set in , the backstory has two deep-ocean-based
megacorporations dueling for control over a third one the period known as the "Ocean War". When it escalates
into open warfare, they each hire mercenaries. One hires the Japanese diversified technology and security
services firm Arasaka and the other hires the American military technology and mercenary services firm
Militech. During the conflict, the long-standing bitter rivalry between Arasaka and Militech causes them to
forget about their customers and go for each other. In the beginning they feud quietly the phase called the
"Shadow War". But the covert war between the two heats up, becoming the Fourth Corporate War. In the
course of the adventure setting, the characters are hired to hunt down a pesky netrunner who is making their
anonymous employer unhappy. Little do they realize that the hacker is the infamous and already "dead" Rache
Bartmoss. Regardless of what they do, their employer pinpoints the apartment with an orbital mass-driver and
vaporizes it. Shockwave[ edit ] Set in , the second part of the Firestorm series sees Arasaka mobilize the
Japanese Defense Force to take on Militech and the American military in a series of "proxy conflicts" the
phase dubbed the "Hot War". Waves of cyberviruses corrupt databases worldwide, leaving the isolated
Arasaka Towers arcology in Night City the last viable data storage mainframe in the world. Militech gathers
together the surviving meta-characters and a Special Forces team played by the player characters into a "super
team". Then they find out that Alt Cunningham, who was captured by Arasaka earlier, is trapped inside the
mainframe. The end result is that the meta-characters go out in a blaze of glory. Morgan Blackhand then takes
on Adam Smasher atop Arasaka Towers while the rest of the team gets extracted out. The outcome of the duel
is greatly disputed because the low-yield tactical nuke the team deployed sets off the 2-kiloton "self destruct"
bomb Arasaka had placed in its data core. This destroyed much of downtown Night City and contaminated the
ruins and anything downwind of it with lethal fallout. Aftershock[ edit ] The long-awaited third volume,
Aftershock promised to tie all the loose ends together and herald the end of the old Cyberpunk or "Cyberpunk
V. It was later cancelled and its material was folded into the Cyberpunk X rules book. Cybergeneration
Cybergeneration takes place in an alternate future of the core Cyberpunk timeline, where a nanotech virus
epidemic has resulted in a subgroup of teenagers with unusual, superhuman skills. It began as a supplement
that still required the Cyberpunk rulebook, but the second edition became a standalone game. Cyberpunk X[
edit ] Ever since the release of the Cyberpunk sourcebook Firestorm: Shockwave, fans of the game had been
waiting for a third edition of the Cyberpunk game, known as Cyberpunk X. The setting has been heavily
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updated from its last event book series, Firestorm, which covered the opening of the Fourth Corporate War.
The aftermath of the Fourth Corporate War has resulted in widespread corruption of the Net and major losses
of hard-copied data, to the point that all data is intangible and recent recorded history is in doubt. The war has
also led to the collapse of nations, the world economy, and many of the staple megacorporations. In fact,
Cyberpunk V. In addition to rules changes to the Fuzion system and background, Cyberpunk V3. The
Altcults[ edit ] Corpore Metal Cee-Metal - a society of full-body cyborgs that use LivemetalTM technology,
where a modular braincase unit is inserted into a variety of purpose-built body frames. Desnai - Disneyworld
-like series of amusement park arcologies that strive to shelter themselves from the anarchy outside their walls.
It is run heavily on automation and uses telepresence-piloted drones for travel, security, maintenance, labor,
etc. Edgerunners - the descendants of the anti-corporation Cyberpunk movement. Integral cyberlimbs are
replaced by Neo-Cyber technology, in which detachable articulated frames called "bracers" worn over the
body can be modified to perform all the functions of dedicated cybertechnology. Reef - an undersea
community whose members are heavily genetically modified to adapt and survive in the depths of the ocean.
Riptide Confederation - a fleet of Japanese floating arcologies that were cut off from their country following a
nuclear civil war. They use bio-engineering to make living "tools" to aid them. Rolling State - the descendants
of the Nomad families in Cyberpunk , who now use advanced nanotechnology and megatechnology to create
land-based mobile cities. In addition, there is also the Fallen Angels, space-bound scavengers, the Ghosts,
people who have uploaded their minds , and the Neo-Corps, the surviving corporations of the Cyberpunk
world that are now organized in the form of organized crime syndicates. However, the six listed above are the
only ones that have been mentioned in deep detail. Cyberpunk Red[ edit ] On January 25, , R. Talsorian
Games announced an updated edition for Cyberpunk called Cyberpunk Red, set for release at the end of
Chapter 7 : Cyberpunk - Wikipedia
Cyberpunk is an oldie but a goodie, that has withstood the tests of time, just a playable today as it was back in
NYTFLYR has written 2 reviews, with average style of and average substance of The reviewer's next review is of Iron
Dragon.

Chapter 8 : Chromebook 3/4 - R. Talsorian Games Inc. | R. Talsorian | Cyberpunk | calendrierdelascience.c
To better understand Cyberpunk , we invited Mike Pondsmith to guide us through a session of his tabletop RPG
Cyberpunk

Chapter 9 : Cyberpunk Weapons List
Remuz Role-playing game archive. Powered by h5ai v (calendrierdelascience.com) Cyberpunk - ICP Necrology 1 - Of
Life, Death and calendrierdelascience.com
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